INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
 6.	PVLZKEBT	— 8 moves
 7.	PVLZKEBT	= 8 „
 8.	PVZKEBT	« ? m
 9.	PVZKEBT	=7,,
This is typical in that blind alleys near the goal are rapidly
eliminated. Note how soon the final run home of K E B T
is acquired. It seems to show also the persistence of a bad
habit (a reluctance to go into K), and there is a strong
suggestion that after the third run a sudden "insight"
occurred, after which learning was rapid.
In this experiment the subject has the advantage that
each alley was uniquely designated by its letter:   and
therefore a good memory could enable him to say whether
a certain situation had been experienced before.    But
when the rat runs its maze the alleys are all alike.   It may
observe minute differences:   but this is unlikely, for all
efforts to reduce any such fail to check its powers of learning.
Suppose you try a mental maze again, being asked only
" right or left " at each alternative, and being told whenever
you enter a blind alley.   This makes your knowledge that
you have gone wrong at any point more immediate and
definite.   On the other hand you will be able on a second
" run " to recognize where you have got to in the maze only
by the sequence of previous right and left turns.   You will
indeed learn the maze as a pattern of right and left turns
following one another.   You may form rational rules, such
as that if you get into a blind alley by a left turn, you
had better make another left turn when you emerge.   If
you blunder once and get reversed, you will find such a
rule leading you back steadily to the entrance, and you
will have no letters to warn you that you are traversing
familiar streets.   However, it may occur to you that an
infallible obedience to such a rule, which one might call a
" general sense of progress," would do instead of a Law of
Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction.   Let us try another coin
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